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Review 1

Thank you for emphasizing the importance of our data set, in spite of its incomplete
nature.

We also welcome the additional references. These will be included in the revision.

 

Structure of the paper:

We agree, observations and interpretations can be better separated and this will be done
in the revision. However, as there are many types of data (pressure, temperature,
velocity, backscatter), it would be painfull for the reader to provide a mindless data
description for each sensor, followed by a complex interpretation that will force him to go
back and forth in the text and this would be impossible to write without a lot of redundant
statements. The structure we keep provides data description for each sensor followed by
basic interpretation of this sensor alone based on physical principles. The synthetic
interpretation of these observations is now provided in the discussion section.

 

Meteorological triggering:

This is a good point. We can show meteorological data, for instance pressure and wind
speed from ERA5 reanalysis at the instrumented site. The first hydrodynamic event
(moderate current but no turbidity and not related to earthquakes) occurred at a time of
high wind. The two next events are not associated with meteorological events, but with
earthquakes.

 

Hydrodynamics:

It is hard to go forward in this direction with the limited data we have.



The instrument is a point current meter, not an adcp, so we do not have a profile.

We could try calculating shear stress assuming laminar flow…but not sure this would be
correct. Regarding delayed failure, we fully agree that this is a possibility. It was already
mentioned in the manuscript and we can make a clearer mention of this hypothesis in the
discussion.

 

"Related to the above point, the authors provide a good comparison of their observations
compared with those from other turbidity current monitoring studies. However, the
authors may want to push this further in terms of comparing measured velocities and
settings (open slope, channels, submarine canyons etc.) and thus how the results
compare."

 

We agree that the setting can influence the dynamics and discuss it in the revised
manuscript. However, considering that the instrument was downstream in a basin there
are no trully equivalent instrumental records available.

 

Several important other question on the hydrodynamics appear in the detailled comment.

-What do we mean by "mud flow" and "turbidity current" ?

 

By mud flow we designate a clay-rich debris flow, following the definition in Mulder and
Cochonnat (1996). By turbidity current we refer to the generally accepted model of a self-
sustained gravity flow involving a cloud of suspended particles in a turbulent flow.
Turbidity currents also involve tractive transport on the bottom. In some cases, the dense
basal flow of a turbidity current may also correspond to a mud/debris flow, provided it
contains cohesive sediment in abundance and remains poorly sorted. We believe that
these definitions also correspond well to the debris flow/turbidity current distinction in
Talling et al. (2012). To avoid further misunderstanding we will replace mud flow by debris
flow in the revision.

 

We argue that the device did not capsize because of hydrodynamic drag on the frame but
because it got carried by a debris flow because there is little current at 1 m above the
seafloor at that time. Reviewer 2 also questions this interpretation because our current
measurements have a high uncertainty during that time interval. We show that the
temperature record is an additional argument in favor of the hypothesis that currents in
the water column were still low when the instrument capsized.

 

A reference suggested by Reviewer 2 (Paull et al., 2018) further develops the possibility
that a dense basal flow can occur without much turbulence in the water column, at least
initially.

 



-"The distance travelled"

We agree that the driftplot does not provide a measurement of the distance travelled by
the turbidity current. However, the driftplot is a way to visualize the scale of the transport
that occurred during events. The point we are trying to make is that the current time
series measured at the instrument location would not allow to carry a suspended particle
more than a few kilometers. Turbidite-Homogenites (TH) in cores present a sand bearing
layer at their base, it is thus unlikely that the event we recorded could be identified as
basin wide TH. The various processes mentioned in the review (decrease of current
intensity with distance on the basin floor, and particle settling) can only decrease the
distance travelled by the sand and thus strengthen our interpretation.

Line 23: What do you mean by ‘records are scarce’? Can you be more precise in terms of
what you mean here?

We mean rare

Line 26-27: ‘recorded the consequences’

OK

Line 29: Can you be more specific here in terms of ‘strong current’ are you talking about a
turbidity current or movement in the water column etc.?

As explained in the main text, it is a turbid cloud, but the mesured velocity is low, so it
does not qualify as a turbidity current. Reworded "the smaller event caused sediment
resuspension and weak current (< 4 cm/s) in the water column"

Line 34: ‘outlet of a canyon’ Can the authors be clearer in the introduction in terms of the
location of their monitoring equipment? The instruments are referred to as being deployed
on the seafloor but they then refer to the outlet of a canyon. It is not clear what the
relationship between the canyon and the monitored events are, i.e. are the instruments in
the canyon further up-canyon etc.

It is on the seafloor near the outlet of a canyon, see figure (1)

Line 37 – 39: These sentences could be strengthened

They were removed

Line 42: ‘can damage seafloor infrastructure’

OK

Line 46: should this say ‘failure’ or ‘instability’? These have subtly different meaning for
our understanding of seismic impacts on slopes and the subsequent triggering of slope
failures.

A google search suggests these terms are largely interchangeable, but if instability refers
to a state and failure to an event, then may be failure is here more appropriate

Line 46 – 50: Suggest rephrasing slightly for greater clarity; ‘However, a global
compilation of cable breaks shows that mass flows have been triggered by earthquakes
with Mw as low as 3.1 (with PGA 10-3g); while on other margins where sediment input is
relatively low and strong earthquakes are frequent (e.g. Japanese Margin), earthquakes
>7 Mw fail to trigger cable breaking flows’



OK

Line 53: delete ‘successfully’

OK

Line 56: ‘event, and those’

Sentence was reworded

Line 57: ‘Seismoturbidites’; given the following discussion would it be useful to describe
this as seismoturbidites in all settings?

Sentence was reworded

Line 61 – 67: The authors refer to deposits that are interpreted in lakes and closed basins
as a consequence of earthquakes or landslides. It is therefore not clear what the
diagnostic criteria are that allow you identify earthquake triggered events within lakes
compared with landslides that happen independently. Understanding how to differentiate
between earthquake triggered deposits and deposits from other types of flow are crucial in
order to carry out turbidite palaeoseismology studies. Could the authors be clearer here as
it importantly sets up the rationale for the paper and why the results are incredible
important and impactful.

The fragment "several characteristics of deposits following earthquake or landslides" was
misleading and removed, and the sentenced moved up in the text. The point here is that
common sedimentological features of turbidite-homogenites have been interpreted
differently in lakes (as a consequence of "seiche" oscillations) and in the open ocean
(where those are unlikely to play a role). This is somewhat important as our record in the
Sea of Marmara displays current variations that are not related to a seiche.

Line 71 – 72: What do the authors mean by in situ records; are they referring to direct
monitoring of earthquake triggered flows in action or sedimentary deposits which can be
directly tied to the flows that formed them.

Monitoring, instrumental records

Line 72: Howarth et al. 2021 (Nature Geoscience) recently published an important paper
which considered the role of earthquake triggered of turbidity currents as a consequence
of the Kaikoura 2016 earthquake. They look specifically at testing some of the criteria
used for identifying earthquake triggered turbidites. Similarly, Mountjoy et al. (2018;
Science Advances) address observations from the same event. These papers seem crucial
in terms of setting up the discussion of the topic area, which the authors are addressing.
It therefore seems important to discuss the outcomes from these papers in this
introduction or in the later discussion. However, neither are currently acknowledged.

Thank you for the references. Both are know cited. Howarth et al. (2021) poses an
interesting problem as the model they use do not allow computation of PGA, so they used
PGV. Comparison is difficult because PGA and PGV occur in different parts of the
spectrum. However, the existing records of PGA for this earthquake (Bradley et al., 2017)
suggest that the threshold they find is compatible with the ≈0.1 g PGA threshold
previously considered.

Line 73: suggest rephrasing. Perhaps; ‘Monitoring experiments have generated
observations of turbidity currents flowing in submarine canyons and initiated by
meteorological events, seasonal discharge from rivers and occasionally by landslides



(Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017; Khripounof et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2004, 2010; Liu et al.,
2012; Hughes Clarke, 2016)’. Suggest adding Hage et al. (2019: GRL) and Normandeau
et al., (2020: Sedimentology).

OK, and thank you for the references

Line 76: Can you be more specific in terms of what you mean by ‘Oscillatory Currents’

OK, Oscillatory currents is removed and replaced by "internal tsunami waves and turbidity
current reflection" as in the cited reference

Line 77 – 78: Replace ‘On the other hand’ with ‘However,’

Yet

Line 79: Suggest adding, Gavey et al. (2017: Marine Geology).

Thank you ! That also includes a good case of delayed current build up

Line 82: Define OBS

Ocean Bottom Seismometer

Line 84: Is the moderate earthquake magnitude measurement M or Mw etc.?

I could not find this information

Line 85: Could the authors clarify what they mean by currents of more than 1 m/s. Are
they referring to turbidity currents?

We here mean currents of more than 1 m/s near the seafloor, nothing more. Current of
more that 1m/s near the seafloor will likely be turbid. Is it a turbidity current then ?
Probably.

Line 92: replace magnitudes with unit.

It is Mw

Line 96 – 97: There is a slight disagreement here in terms of your grammar. In the
abstract you refer to a main earthquake and a foreshock. Earlier in the paragraph you
refer to two earthquakes. However, in 96 – 97 you refer to ‘this moderate earthquake’. It
is not clear which moderate earthquake you are referring to.

It was the larger one (This sentence remained from a draft that only discussed the
larger event)

Line 99: ’10 hour’, ‘peak current recording’           OK

Line 100: ‘Here, we’                                                 OK

Figure 1: Could the authors please add a scale bar depths (even though contours are
displayed). The A) and C) labels are also missing. The faults in Panel A may be clearer in
black rather than red due to the colour bar that has been used in A. The choice of
instrumented frame location and the particle trajectory to be both shown in blue in panel
A is a little confusing. Would it not be better to display these as an addition panel on the
figure in order to be able to understand their setting/movement etc.



A scale bar can be added but the zoom on the trajectory was already shown in Figure 6

Line 122: replace ‘6’ with ‘six’                                OK

Line 127: I would replace ‘instabilities’ with ‘mass flows sourced from the canyon heads
and walls’                                                                OK

Line 129: Can you be more specific about what the ‘mass wasting feature’ is?

Yes, it is identified as a landslide in the cited reference. Probably also worth mentioning, a
buried debris flow was found on cores at the base of the slope,

Line 134: Can you provide greater clarity in terms of what you mean by ‘earthquake
occurred beneath the canyon system’? Was is their epicentre etc.?

Yes, the epicenter location is shown in Figure 1. More details on the earthquake sequence
can be found in the cited reference (Karabulut et al., 2021)

Line 140: ‘1 hPa’       OK

Line 151: ‘emits four narrow’           OK

Line 153: replace ‘metres’ with ‘m’  OK

Line 157: ‘4 kPa …. 2 kPa’   OK

Line 166: ‘six’            OK

Ling 168: ‘weighing’             OK

Line 169: ‘is stable in an upright’     OK

Figure 3: ‘Before earthquake’, ‘After earthquake’, ‘Final’             OK

Line 232: ‘first P-wave arrival’        OK

Line 233: delete ‘,’ after ‘5.8’           OK

Line 254: Suggest breaking into two sentences at ‘however’          OK

Line 255: ‘Changes of the pressure baseline’?        OK

Line 256: ‘earthquakes’                    OK

Figure 4: All elements within the key in panel B need to start with a capital letter          
OK

Figure 5: All elements within the key in panel A need to start with a capital
letter           OK

Line 272: ‘four hours after’   OK

Line 277: rather than ‘that event’ the authors should probably refer to the ‘earthquake
related event’                          OK

Line 279: state what the peak value was



It was stated at the begining of the paragraph

Line 280: The authors describe the build-up as more progressive but do not state the build-
up in terms of the earthquake related event. They should probably define it as abrupt or
at least state how it differs.

I do not get it. It is described in the sentence before.

Line 299: ‘ten hour period’   OK

Line 312: ‘time interval considered here’    OK

Line 320: ‘cm/s’         OK

Line 325: ‘nine hours’           OK

Figure 7: Recorded and Recalculated should both have capital letters. Tilting needs to
have a capital letter in the Keys

OK

Line 336: ‘first two hours’     OK

Line 345: ‘releases’               OK

Line 355: ‘backscatter signal’           OK

Line 355 – 361: This information on the backscatter measurements should really be
moved to the data and methods section rather than results.

Good point. Done

Line 364: ‘over 12 hours’      OK

Line 370: ‘strength remains….for the 1.5 day interval’       OK

Line 372: ‘5). This implies…’            OK

Line 377: Is there a reference to support this statement?    This statement was based on
unpublished data from deployments with the same instrument provided by the maker. We
can try to find a reference.

Line 379: ‘dB three days’. Do you mean over three days?  Yes

Line 382: What is the evidence they are not related to other events either? Are there
meteorological events, which relate to these turbid events?

According to re-analysed meteo data, these are not related to meteorological event

Line 391: Replace ‘Within this body’ with ‘Within the high salinity body’?           OK

Line 391: why ‘potential’ temperature?

"The compression of a water parcel with depth causes an increase of the temperature
despite the absence of any external heating, potential temperature can be used to combat
this issue, as it is referenced to a specific pressure and so ignores these compressive



effects" (Wikipedia). In detail, what was calculated here is the conservative temperature,
derived from conservative enthalpy, that is now considered a better approximation.
Relevant references (McDougall et al., 2011, 2013) are now given.

Line 394: ‘Examples’             OK

Line 398: ‘Sept 2020’            OK

Line 403: Do you mean maximum velocity? It is not clear what you mean by ‘value’      
Yes

Line 410: do you mean ‘at a potentially higher temperature’?       No, potential
temperature is the temperature corrected for adiabatic pressure change. We now use
conservative temperature and cite McDougall et al. (2011, 2013) for definitions.

Figure 8: Please specify on the figure caption when the profiles are taken from.  OK

Line 426: ‘4-hour’     OK

Line 425 - : The authors need to make clear that their assumption is based on the turbid
cloud moving at a constant speed of 4 cm/s

Not really, the assumption is that it is the maximum speed

Line 430-431: Can you be more specific about the process you are considering here rather
than ‘instability’? Are you considering resuspension of sediment due to shaking? Are you
thinking of slope failure etc.?

We do not know

Line 436: I am not sure ‘triggering of instability’ is what you mean         

Failures is probably better

Line 443: Previously in the section you have described a ‘mud flow’ being triggered
whereas here you describe a ‘turbidity current’. I think it is important that the authors are
consistent with their terminology as turbidity current has a specific flow dynamic attached
to it in a way that mud flow does not. I presume that the authors are referring to the
same flow type in both cases and if they are not then it would be useful to understand
how they are differentiating between them.

No. Mud flow term was used to designate a debris flow. What is important here is that the
initial debris flow is not associated with the specific flow dynamics attached to a turbidity
current. Eventually, a turbidity current probably formed as current velocity

Line 460: ‘nine hours’

Line 461: ‘east of the deployment site’

Line 470: ‘waning phase’

Line 468: ‘The distance travelled…’; I am not sure that this using the calculated drift is a
fair assumption regarding where sediment is deposited. Once the turbidity current
emerges from the source canyon onto the fan, its velocity will quickly decrease as a
consequence of the lower seafloor gradient, the lack of confinement and the entrainment
of significant volumes of water. Once this occurs, the sediment concentration of any event



is likely to rapid decrease and thus the driving force behind the flow is likely to decrease.
It is therefore unlikely that sediment will continue to be transported at the velocities
measured by the instrument making these estimates of deposition location problematic.
Furthermore, the location of deposition will likely be dependent on grain size. Larger grain
sizes will sediment out quicker whilst the smallest fraction may remain suspended in the
water column of a significant period due to slow settling velocities. The final resting place
of these grains may therefore depend on continued bottom current activity after the
turbidity current has dissipated. The location/extent of deposition from these events
remains an important question. However, I feel this should be moved to the discussion
rather than using these velocities etc.

" The distance travelled by the turbidity current on the basin floor cannot be easily
estimated with a single instrumental record. However the drift plot (Figure 6) obtained
during the waning phase may be roughly indicative of the distance over which particles
have been transported beyond the instrument by the turbidity current. The drift distance
is 3.5 km, and, when plotted over the bathymetric map the drift appears to stay within the
depositional fan at the outlet of the cayon, the extension of which is known from sediment
sounder profiles (Figure 1). These calculations are only a rough estimate of the distance
travelled by suspended particles as only the velocity at 1.5 m above the seafloor is known,
and at a single point. Nevertheless, considering that the current strength will decrease
with distance on the flat seafloor of the basin, it appears unlikely that sediments spread all
over the 15x20 km basin floor as this would require velocities of the order of 1m/s,
sustained over a wide area for several hours."

This part has been removed from the results section and moved to a new interpretation
section.

Line 478: ‘next three days’    OK

Line 483: ‘in three days’        OK

Line 485: delete ‘comprised’ OK

Line 478 – 487: The section on settling rates and the observed increase in backscatter
needs to be drawn back together at the end, i.e. what are the authors envisaging in terms
of the end of the turbidity current.

The current waning phase lasts 9 hours, and backscatter progressively decreases to near
background values in 3 days. The settling thus thus occurs after the end of the turbidity
current.

Line 493: full stop missing.    OK

Line 493: ’magnitudes’          OK

Line 502: ‘appears’               OK

Line 504 – 506: canyons should be Canyons            OK

Line 512: Could the authors please clarify what they mean by the statement of ‘events of
comparable scale’. It is not clear which events the authors are comparing theirs to in
terms of scale.

Scale implicitly referred to the Reynolds number, but as this was not understood, this
sentence was rewritten referring to specific examples from which the thickness of the
boundary layer can be estimated.



Line 528: The magnitude units here are not the same as elsewhere in the paper.

The magnitudes of triggering events are reported in different units depending on the case
study. We have to live with that.

Line 533: Use of ‘mud-flow’ again. The authors need to go through the manuscript and be
consistent in their terminology.

It is called a mud flow in the stated reference. We think it could be a debris flow, but the
description in the cited reference is ambiguous. I acknowledge it is a bit irritating, but we
cannot do better here.

Line 535: ‘10-hour delay’      OK

Line 536: ‘2-hour delay’        OK

Line 546: ‘could relate to’     OK
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